A broken heart: a stretch too far: an overview of mouse models with mutations in stretch-sensor components.
With every heartbeat the heart must contract and relax. This seemingly trivial process critically needs tight control of contraction and relaxation phases, and extremely efficient coordination between these two phases to control blood flow and maintain cardiac homeostasis. To achieve this, specialized sensors are required to detect the inherent repeatedly changing environment and needs. One sensor is a stretch-sensor that monitors the filling of the ventricles. Its molecular identity and localization are only partly understood. Here we give a synopsis of the genetic models that leap into our understanding of stretch-sensors. We focus on the widely acknowledged sarcomeric sensor at the Z-disc and the costamere sensor at the sarcolemma. Recently, several novel components of both sensors were discovered. Given that these two sensors seem physically connected, it is likely that these two models are not mutually exclusive and might even communicate. We describe briefly how candidate and known proteins within these sensors receive and transduce mechanical signals in the cardiomyocyte that lead to changes in gene expression underlying homeostasis and its restoration in the heart. Emphasis is placed on the putative link between altered stretch-sensor function and heart failure observed in different genetic mouse models of stretch-sensor components.